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Sunday Ride: NEW Sunday Ride Structure 

 

There will be some big changes for the 2015 Sunday Ride Program.  It will be a huge improvement in 

consistency in my being there and letting people know when and where in advance to pre-plan their 

weekend activities with family and the type of ride they aspire to take with us. 

The Sunday Rides will now be twice a month, the first being an Adventure Sunday Ride on the 1st 

Sunday of every month, then we will do a Street Sunday Ride later in the month.  The Street Sunday 

Ride will rotate from a SHORT Sunday Ride one month to a LONG Sunday Ride the next, and 

continue to switch from month to month.....But don't worry if you lose track of which month we are on, 

there is going to be an annual calendar released in this edition and 

posted on our upcoming events 

section on the website to ensure you 

know what time we are departing and 

what our destination is.   

Our Adventure Sunday Rides will be 

for dual sport and adventure touring 

motorcycles and almost all conditions 



we encounter will be for individuals on stock tires, your skill level will dictate your comfort in some 

situations.   

New Rally/Departure times, we are not going to assemble at the Frontline Eurosports facility at 

08:40ish and depart at 09:00 on the dot!!   

 

Also, I wanted customer feedback on one change I wanted to make to Nate's News.  Please reply 

with feedback on whether I should continue to send this newsletter out in one monthly news blast or 

break it down into two editions per month, one coming out early in the month with updates on rides, 

events, and fun, and the next half way through with inventory changes, incentives, and parts/service 

deals.  I will do what you request, even if only one person replies I will go to my customers desired 

format.  ~ Thanks ~ 

 

Sunday Ride Info. 

Assemble: 8:40 
Depart: 9:00  
Rally:  Frontline Eurosports 1003 Electric Rd. Salem, VA 24153 
 
***Don’t forget that we are doing dual sport and adventure touring riding events the first 
Sunday of every month.  Let’s get those GS and Tiger machines dirty!!!!!!!**** 
 

Nate's Bike Review: Frontilne Eurosports Custom Triumph Speedmaster Build 
 

The 2015's are coming in every day and we are going to be getting some demo rides 
for myself soon.  Then I will be able to do my Nate's Bike Review and spread my 
opinion of what the next machines I have on my radar have to offer.  The next Nate's 

Bike Reviews will include the 
following machines: 
 
Triumph Tiger 800XCX 
 
BMW R1200R 
 
BMW S1000RR 
 

 
 
 
                              
      
 
 
 
                
 

 



Nate's Service Dept. Section:  

 
 
Note from Andrew Ellis, Service Manager: 
 
 

Winter is notoriously our slow time of the year.  
Now would be the opportune time to get your 
bike in here and get ahead of the rush...once 
the weather breaks you will be out there riding 
instead of waiting and wishing you already had 
your spring wellness appointment scheduled 
or completed.  You can contact myself, Andrew 
Ellis, or our Service Writer, Tommy Wheeler to 
set up a convenient time for YOU.  We also are 
currently offering FREE pick-up and delivery of 
service machines within a 10 mile radius of the 
shop and are capable of pick-up and delivery 
outside of that range, call for additional ranges and needs!!!!! 
 

"Call us today to discuss your service needs with the Frontline Eurosports Service Dept." 
 
 
 
Contact our service dept representatives, Tommy Wheeler & Andrew Ellis @ (540) 387-9780. 
 

 
Track Days: PRE track days and N8! Kern Opportunities 
 
In 2015 we will be utilizing a new Track Day organization that has some 
great riders and lots of our Roanoke friends/pilots already attend their 
events.  The organizations name is Performance Riding Experience 
(PRE), and we want to show them that we come to ride.  They are offering 
us a safe atmosphere with experienced control riders to help guide our 
new track day junkies to success and elevate the skill levels of the 
experienced track day pilots and racers!!! 
 
 

 
 
Oh, our favorite track day organization ever is N8! Kern and his Private track 
day experience he offers.  We will be sneaking down to his track day 
headquarters at RRR this year and are working on bring him to our facility for a 
Rider's Night and demonstration of the new 2015 BMW S1000RR and why it's 
the best bike on the street and track right now.  
 
 

              “See you at the Track” 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

tel:%28540%29%20387-9780


Upcoming Events: 

 
FEBRUARY -  

-27th-28th - AMA Monster Energy Super Cross = GA DOME 

MARCH -  

-1st - ADV. RIDE = FRONTLINE EUROSPORTS 

- 6th-8th - CCS -FRONTLINE RACE TEAM = ROEBILNG ROAD RACEWAY, GA 

-13th-14th - TODD ZACKER DUAL SPORT SKILLS COURSE 

-14th - ANNUAL CELEBRATION = BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY RIDE TO SECRET EVENT CENTER 

-22nd - SUNDAY RIDE = SHORT 

-27th - RIDER'S NIGHT = MARTIN'S 

-29th - PRE TRACK DAY = VIR 

APRIL -  

-5th - ADV. RIDE = FRONTLINE EUROSPORTS 

-10th - RIDER'S NIGHT = VILLAGE GRILL 

-11th-13th - U.S.S.R. URAL SALEM SPRING RALLY = DIXIE CAVERNS 

-19th - SUNDAY RIDE = LONG - BIG BUG SHOOTOUT #11  - PIEDMONT DRAGWAY GREENSBORO, N.C. 

-24th - RIDER'S NIGHT = SOONER BBQ 

-25th - AMERICAN LEGION POKER RUN = FRONTLINE EUROSPORTS 

MAY - 

-2nd-3rd - CCS - FRONTINE RACE TEAM = NEW JERSEY MOTORSPORTS PARK, NJ 

-3rd - ADV. RIDE = FRONTLINE EUROSPORTS 

-8th - RIDER'S NIGHT = MARTIN'S 

-8th-10th - TODD ZACKER ADVENTURE RIDING AND CAMPING 

-16th-17th - MOTOAMERICA RACE = VIR 

-17th - SUNDAY RIDE = TO VIR FOR RACES FOR SPECTATORSHIP 

-22nd - RIDER'S NIGHT = PINK CADILLAC 

-23rd-24th - CCS - FRONTLINE RACE TEAM = SUMMIT POINT, WV 

JUNE -  

-5th-6th - TODD ZACKER DUAL SPORT SKILLS COURSE 

-7th - ADV. RIDE = FRONTLINE EUROSPORTS 

-11th - RIDER'S NIGHT = MARTIN'S 

-13th-14th - CCS - FRONTLINE RACE TEAM = VIR 

-21st - SUNDAY RIDE = SHORT - SCAVENGER HUNT 

-25th - RIDER'S NIGHT = VILLAGE GRILL 

-27th-28th - CCS - FRONTINE RACE TEAM = SUMMIT POINT, WV 

JULY -  

-5th - ADV. RIDE = FRONTLINE EUROSPORTS 

-9th - RIDER'S NIGHT = MARTIN'S 

-12th-13th - PRE TRACK DAY = VIR 

-18th-19th - CCS - FRONTLINE RACE TEAM = NEW JERSEY MOTORSPORTS 

PARK, NJ 

-19th - SUNDAY RIDE = SHORT 

-23rd - RIDER'S NIGHT = SOONER BBQ 

AUGUST -  

-2nd - ADV. RIDE = FRONTLINE EUROSPORTS 



-7th-9th - MOTOGP = INDY  

-13th - RIDER'S NIGHT = MARTIN'S 

-16th - SUNDAY RIDE = LONG 

-22nd-23rd - CCS - FRONTLINE RACE TEAM = SUMMIT POINT, WV 

-27th - RIDER'S NIGHT = HOMEPLACE 

-28th-30th - TODD ZACKER ADVENTURE RIDING AND CAMPING 

SEPTEMBER -  

-6th - ADV. RIDE = FRONTLINE EUROSPORTS 

-10th - RIDER'S NIGHT = MARTIN'S 

-13th - PRE TRACK DAY = VIR 

-19th-20th - CCS - FRONTLINE RACE TEAM = VIR 

-20th - SUNDAY RIDE = TO VIR FOR RACES FOR SPECTATORSHIP 

-24th - RIDER'S NIGHT = FRONTLINE EUROSPORTS SMOKIN' HOG!! 

-25th-27th - TODD ZACKER COUPLES 2-UP TOUR OF THE MOUNTAINS 

OCTOBER -  

-4th - ADV. RIDE = FRONTLINE EUROSPORTS 

-8th - RIDER'S NIGHT = MARTIN'S 

-18th - SUNDAY RIDE = LONG 

-22nd - RIDER'S NIGHT = ?? 

NOVEMBER -  

-1st - ADV. RIDE = SPOOKTACULAR RIDE IN COSTUMES 

-12th - RIDER'S NIGHT = VILLAGE GRILL 

DECEMBER -  

-6th-7th - N8! KERN PRIVATE TRACK DAY = ROEBLING ROAD RACEWAY, GA 

 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Inventory: 
 
New Units in Inventory: 
2015 BMW R1200GSA in m. Green 
2015 BMW R1200R in Blue and Premium in White 
2015 BMW F800R in Blue 
2015 BMW R1200RT in M. Grey 
2015 BMW R1200GS in Red and in M. Blue 
2015 BMW K1300S Motorsport Edition 

2015 BMW RnineT                                                 Chip Likey Likey!! 



                                                          
2015 BMW F700GS Premium in White and in Blue    
2015 BMW F800GT in Blue and in White 
2015 BMW K1600GTL in Black and in Silver 
2014 BMW K1600GT Sport Demo Premium Plus !!!!SAVE!!!! 
2014 BMW F800GSA Adventure in Red with Premium package except ESA !!!!SAVE!!!! 
2014 BMW G650GS in White with ABS, spoke rims and Heated Grips 
 
2015 Triumph Tiger800 XCX in White 
2015 Triumph Tiger800 XRX in BLUE 
2015 Truimph Rocket III Roadster in Black with Red Racing Stripes 
2015 Triumph Thunderbird LT in Red and Black 
2015 Triumph Thunderbird Commander in Red 
2015 Triumph Bonneville T-100 in Black ALL BLACK  
2015 Triumph Bonneville Orange and Black 
2015 Triumph America LT 
2014 Triumph Daytona 675R Represent on the track with this beast 
 
New Used Units in Inventory: 
2014 BMW R1200R DarkWhite Edition with lots of factory and additional accessories $17,499 
2010 BMW R1200R in White with lots of extras, Remus Exhaust, Panniers $10,999 
2005 BMW K1200LT in Blue with XM, 6-Disc, ETC $7,999 
2002 BMW K1200LT in Blue with Ohlins Suspension $6,999 
2013 Triumph Trophy SE in Blue with Heated Grips $15,999 
2013 Triumph Speedmaster in Matte Blk with flames and slip on muffler 1,100 miles $7,199 
2011 Triumph Speedmster in Red with Panniers, Exhaust, and Windscreen TBD 
2008 Kawasaki Concours 1400 in Grey $6,999 
2013 Suzuki SVF 650 Gladius in Black LOW MILES $5,799 
2010 Yamaha V-Star 250 in Black ONLY 610 miles $3,199 
2013 Harley Davidson XL1200C Ann. 110th Ann. with 2,200 miles $9,499 
2009 Harley Davidson FLSTN Softail Deluxe in Purple and Gray $11,999 

                
 
Also, check our Frontline Eurosports website with huge used inventory and contact Nate for 

information, http://www.frontlineeurosports.com/showcaseproductlist.htm?showrooms=2144  

Check us out on Craigslist: 
http://roanoke.craigslist.org/search/sss?query=frontline%20eurosports&sort=rel 
 
Sold High Priority Units 
2015 BMW S1000RR in Black SOLD 
2015 BMW R1200GSA in Blue SOLD 
2015 BMW K1300S in Black SOLD 
2014 BMW RnineT with ONLY 429 miles ONLY SOLD 
2014 BMW F800GT in Orange SOLD 
2013 BMW R1200GSA Adventure with Panniers, fresh service and tires SOLD 
2012 BMW K1600GTL in Silver, Premium model with GPS, Akrapovic, ETC SOLD 

http://www.frontlineeurosports.com/showcaseproductlist.htm?showrooms=2144
http://roanoke.craigslist.org/search/sss?query=frontline%20eurosports&sort=rel


2012 BMW R1200GS in Silver with Panniers SOLD 
2006 BMW K1200R SOLD to VAN!!! 
2015 Triumph Street Triple RX SOLD 1st in Country 
2015 Triumph Thruxton ACE SOLD 
2014 Triumph Bonneville T-100 in Red and BLack SOLD 
2014 Triumph Scrambler in Blue SOLD 
2013 Triumph Rocket III Touring in Red/Black SOLD 
2013 Triumph Tiger 800XC in Black SOLD 
2013 Triumph America in Blue/White & Black Model SOLD 
2015 Ural Gear-Up in Asphalt Grey SOLD 
2014 Ural Gear-Up in Asphalt Grey SOLD 
2010 Kawasaki ZX-14 in Red with Brocks and Air Shift SOLD 
2005 Suzuki Hayabusa GSXR1300 in Red, LOW MILES and stock SOLD 
 
And many more not listed………………… 

 

       “CUSTOMER  IS  KING”  

       

    @  Frontline   Eurosports 
   

 
 
 
 
**If you see a unit online you are interested in but can't get to the store for a while you can always put 
a deposit on the bike over the phone to ensure the bike will be there for you when you are ready*** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 



Customer Corner: 

BMW Incentives: 

2014 and prior models: 
K1600 GTL Exclusive..............$1800 
K 1600 GT & GTL....................$1600&$1700 
R 1200 RT................................$800 
R1200GS..................................$750 
S 1000 RR................................$750 
R 1200 R..................................$750 
F 800 GT*.................................$750 
F 800 GS Adventure.………....$750 
F 800 GS*.................................$750 
F 700 GS*.................................$600 
C600Sport……………..……….$600 
G650GS & Sertao……………..$500 
C650GT……………………..….$400 
 

Triumph Incentives: 

2013 and Prior Triumphs receive $800 in Triumph Vouchers to use on Triumph Parts, 
Accessories, and Apparel. 

Feb. 2015 = $800          March 2015= $600 

2014 Triumph Motorcycles Receive $500 in Triumph Vouchers to use on Triumph Parts, 
Accessories, and Apparel. 

Feb. 2015 = $500          March 2015= $400 

Check out the prices of these 2013 and prior Triumph 

Motorcycles on HUGE END OF THE YEAR SALE EVENT!!!!! 

 

These are all brand new machines with 0 miles unless indicated as Demo!! 

 

2012 Triumph Tiger 800XC Orange - Demo with Acc.'s - $10,999 

2013 Triumph Rocket III Touring two-tone Black & White - 

$14,999 

2013 Triumph Thunderbird 1600 Blue Marble Haze - $12,299 

2013 Triumph Thunderbird 1600 Blue & Black - $11,999  

2011 Triumph Thunderbird Storm Black - $10,999 

2013 Triumph America two-tone Blue & White - $7,999 

2013 Triumph Speedmaster two-tone Blue & Black - $7,899 

2013 Triumph Bonneville T-100 two-tone Red & White - $7,999 

2012 Triumph Bonneville T-100 110th Anniversary Edition - $9,299 

2013 Triumph Daytona 675 White & Blue - $10,299 

2013 Triumph Daytona 675 Black & Graphite - $10,299 



 

Todd Zacker Adventure Tours & Frontline Eurosports 

We are proud to welcome Todd Zacker from Zacker Adventures to 
our facility.  He will be offering 5 different courses from dual sport 
training, camping excursions and preparation, to 2-up rider training 
this fall.  I have the curriculum. 

 

 

 

New Rider's Night Format: 

We will be meeting twice a month as last year but this year it will be the 
second and fourth Thursday of every month and we have different 
locations we will be meeting every time.  Typically, in 2015 we will 
start the month with a visit to Martin's Downtown and then rotate the 
fourth Thursday Rider's night to different locations every time!! 

 

New Construction: 

If you  haven't been following us on Facebook, Twitter, Instragram, or our Website we have some big 
news to share that we are currently expanding the Frontline Eurosports Facility.  Currently, if you visit 
our shop, you will witness the renovations that we are completing for the new BMW Showroom and 
outside the destruction of the WashBay/Used Unit Storage we had, and are already putting the 
footers down for the new expansion of 3,500 sq ft of new showroom space for ?????????..... 

That's about all I can say on that topic right now.  Come on down for a sneak peak and witness the 
growth we are experience because of you, the customer.  We greatly appreciate all of the customers 
we have and loyal BMW, Triumph, and Ural owners that keep coming back to us because of our great 
reputation and friendly, customer service oriented employees!!  You will see more on that below in the 
recent Customer Reviews Section.  

 

 

 

 

 



Recent Customer 
Reviews of Frontline 
Eurosports: 

We love referrals and 
love to share the good 
word of Frontline 
Eurosports with the 
rest of the country and 
world!!!!  If you had a 
positive experience 
with us please let us 
know, if you have any 
feedback at all that 
would benefit us 
becoming an even 
better customer 
service oriented 
dealership, we 
definitely want to hear 
that as well. 
~THANKS~ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tre' Harris 

Outstanding Service and Showroom! I bought a 2012 Street Triple R (red) as my first bike. Had a slight battery problem 

and they cleared it up right quick. Frontline is one of those bike shops you feel comfortable hanging around. Highly 

recommended. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Shane Ardoin 

First off, I can't begin to adequately express how, by my very nature, that I am conflicted about actually writing a review 

about a for profit institution. I have always made purchases not solely based on immediate monetary value/savings, but 

also long term value (service after the sale, and the confidence I felt in the individuals or institution representing the 

product during the sales process, to include whether they were congenial). 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/108858064247173508410/reviews?hl=en&gl=us
https://plus.google.com/u/0/106726777425764058170/reviews?hl=en&gl=us


Too many times in the world today you meet people who do their jobs just well enough to keep from being replaced. The 

same can be said for commercial enterprises, they do just enough to keep the doors open, but nothing that would require 

much effort. Which is really odd to me, considering the state of the economy recently, and the duration of it.  

Which brings me back to where I guess most people would have started this review.  

I am so very glad I chose to travel "out of market" to Salem, VA and Frontline Eurosports. There are several other BMW 

dealers who simply did not care whether they sold a bike to me or not, and were immensely closer, and more convenient.  

I won't go into detail regarding how I came to conclude the lack of interest from those dealers, regarding my sales 

inquiries, but I will tell you why I am writing a review for the first time in 44 years! 

 

These guys/gals truly wanted to earn my business. They weren't pushy, or condescending, but knowledgeable and 

helpful. There weren't any of the typical games that are all too common these days. 

 

Don't get it twisted, there wasn't any a** kissing going on either. They were always professional. I initially spoke to Nate 

Jennings back around October/November 2014. Seemed nice enough, but they are close to 400 miles round trip, from my 

house. I had a 2014 S1000RR I wished to trade, on a new 2015, due to the factory updates. I had came to the conclusion 

that for what I had planned to do with my 2014, it would actually cost more than selling it and getting a 2015, or if the trade 

value was close enough trade it and get the 2015. With the 15 I get 36 months of warranty vs roughly 18 left on my 

14(which I purchased new in September 2013 from another dealer) and the factory updates that I would have had to turn 

to the aftermarket for (throttle blipper for downshifts, launch control, different swingarm pivot inserts, cruise control, 

updated and adjustable on the fly traction control, which I could get the race calibration kit 2 and get some of that stuff, 

launch control and better DTC adjustability, but it would void the warranty and it still wouldn't be on the fly adjustable and 

I'd also have to purchase the Race ECU).  

Most people would not agree with my choice of how I wanted my 2015 optioned, but, I got exactly what I wanted. 

The funny thing is I didn't order it! Total fluke, the bike I purchased was supposed to arrive fully optioned, as was another. 

In some regards I realize timing had a lot to do with my experience, but if Frontline were of the same mindset as the other 

half dozen dealers I spoke with, I guarantee regardless of extra cost, I'd have kept my 2014 and began upgrades. 

 

Simply put, this was truly a refreshing experience, and I felt compelled to let as many people know that may have a similar 

mindset as mine, in the Mid-Atlantic area you'd do yourself a disservice, if you ignore this dealership as a viable 

alternative. 

 

Bought it January 30th, they helped me secure it and load it, completely voluntarily. Went back on the bike to get the 

break-in limiter removed on February 4th, and now with close to 1,000 miles on it, more thrilled every time I ride it.  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Kai Dozier 

 

Most of all I never got the vibe that they were doing me a favor, by selling me a bike. 

Frontline Eurosports is the BEST dealer of motorcycles (or cars/trucks) I have ever had the pleasure to be a 
customer of - and that covers more than 50 years of many vehicles and dealers (including having sold Honda bikes 
in Miami for a couple of years). Frontline is as good as the best Lexus dealer, but a lot more fun.  
 

All riders know that owning and riding a motorcycle is a unique experience that adds much to one's life. Frontline 
adds another dimension to this experience, starting with the initial visit and as far as i can tell, never ending. It’s 
more than great sales and great service - it’s a relationship. And it’s with the whole organization - sales, of course, 
but also service, parts/accessories/apparel, admin/finance, and the owners. It’s a culture that includes Sunday riding 
trips, track days, Cornerspin™ dirt bike training, track racing if you are so inclined, and numerous special events. It’s 
a culture that welcomes you when you walk in the front door, and delivers a customer experience that puts a smile 
on your face that will last long after you leave. And if you should need another shot, Frontline has a presence on all 
major social media. Nate’s news is a monthly newsletter that is full of both news and fun things to do, as well as 
specials and inventory descriptions. 
 



Speaking of Nate Jennings - he is the BEST product representative I’ve ever encountered for any product. Nate has 
more positive energy than 10 normal people, and a passion for motorcycles that is just inspiring. Hang out around 
Nate for a few minutes and you’ll surely start to catch his enthusiasm for piloting bikes - or if you already have it, 
you’ll find he magnifies it. But while Nate loves motorcycles, he isn’t pushy. He listens well, and will respond to your 
interests - whether it be a particular bike, a particular type of riding, racing…pretty much anything to do with 
motorcycles. And if you have a question you can count on Nate for an honest response, based on his years of 
experience with riding and bikes. 
 

Here’s an example of why i like Frontline so much (besides having bought two bikes from them, and having gotten 
superb service on them). On one trip for routine service i realized i had left my wallet at home - 140 miles away. I 
had no cash, no checks, no credit cards. But they let me charge the service, then offered to loan me money so i 
could get gas and food on my return trip home - and asked what else they could do for me. Now that’s taking care of 
a customer! 
 

Every person i have met at Frontline is an expert in their field who is passionate about the sport and who wants to 
share that knowledge in a friendly, helpful way with any customer.  
 

I drive the 140 miles from home to Frontline to buy my bikes and for service because I like them so much. There are 
numerous dealers closer to my home, but the trip is definitely worth it to me.  
-Kai Dozier 

 
                               
 

 
QUICK LINKS: 
Nate's News Frontline YouTube Channel - http://www.youtube.com/user/NatesNewsFrontline 
Frontline Eurosports Facebook -  http://www.facebook.com/FrontlineEurosports  
Frontline Race Team Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/FrontlineRaceTeam 

 
 
  
Nate Jennings  
Sales Leader                                                                  NateFrontline@gmail.com 
 
Frontline Eurosports                                                                (540) 387-9780      
1003 Electric Road  
Salem, VA. 24153                                            http://www.frontlineeurosports.com/index.htm 
 
 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/user/NatesNewsFrontline
http://www.facebook.com/FrontlineEurosports
https://www.facebook.com/FrontlineRaceTeam
mailto:NateFrontline@gmail.com
tel:%28540%29%20381-7620
http://www.frontlineeurosports.com/index.htm

